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VICTORY CONDITIONS:
  To win, the Germans must take Victory Cites worth 4 victory points, unless that number is altered by Russian strength.  If the overall Russian strength turns out to be Weak, 6 victory points must be taken.  If it is Strong, only 3 must be taken. At the instant Moscow is taken, there is a 33% (die roll) chance of immediate, sudden-death victory.
In a team game, a player cannot partake of victory, unless he has taken all the fortified positions (not counting Moscow) in his sector or has taken a victory city.

GAME-TURN SEQUENCE - Setup is at end of Rules:
1. Start new turn placing/advancing turn marker on calendar, roll die for Weather if October II turn, perform Reinforcements and Withdrawals - Russian Replacements and Deployments are at end of Rules
2. German Operational Movement and then Air Operations. If no air-attack/recon, Russian units are not exposed until an attack (including Blitzkrieg) is committed.  Exposed/faced-up Russian units stay so unless/until eliminated.
3. Recovery from Disruption of Disrupted Russian units not under attack and in Supply.
4. German Attacks and Recovery from Disruption of in-Supply Russian defending units not re-Disrupted.
5. Recovery of German units from Disruption.
6. Russian Operational Movement, Breakout Attempts, and Attacks
7. Russian Replacements and their Deployment
8. Recovery of red-lettered Russian units
9. Control and Supply Status Determination

WEATHER:  In Oct I, 67% chance of Mud (and then in Nov II-III Good) - otherwise Good and Nov II Mud.    In Mud and Snow, the total German hit factors attacking up each link are reduced by 1.  No air opns in Mud or Snow.
  
Russian Siberian Reserve Reinforcements (not replacements):  If a German army gets into a position next to Moscow, the white Russian Siberian Reserve units are activated and enter the game face-up at the start of the next turn on Moscow.  In every turn before December I, roll the die for a 17% chance of Japanese attacking in the Far East and immediate non-game “academic” German victory.  Otherwise, they arrive in Dec I on whatever Victory City in contact with the eastern edge of the mapboard which needs them most.
  2. FliegerKorps is withdrawn from the game at the start of Turn 4.

OPERATIONAL MOVEMENT - In team play, units may not enter another player’s area without  permission: 
  All German infantry and Russian units may move 1 link to attack.  Any Russian or German unit which does not attack may move a Bonus link if the position is not occupied by an enemy unit or undestroyed fortress.  Panzerkorps (pzkps) may move up to 2 – panzer divisions (pzdivs) up to 3 – unopposed links to attack and get the bonus if they don't.  UnDisrupted Russian units may be moved to improve the Russian position as described under Deployment below. They may only move into an unoccupied German-controlled position if both they and it aren’t adjacent to a position with a German unit.  Only German infantry korps and all Russian units may move/attack along dotted links.

PRELIMINARY AIR BATTLE accompanying 1 attack (and its Blitzkrieg - with another die roll - if attempted): 
6	Recon and +1 Ground Attack Hit or -1 Russian Ground Attack Hit from Total – Germans’ choice
5	Recon and +1 Ground Attack Hit or -1 Russian Ground Attack Hit from Total – Germans’ choice
4	Recon and +1 Ground Attack Hit or -1 Russian Ground Attack Hit from Total – Germans’ choice
3	Recon only
2	Red Air Force wins - Luftwaffe fails
1	Red Air Force wins - Luftwaffe fails
+1 for 2. FliegerKorps; +1 for all on First Turn; +1 south of green Forest Cover line; -1 against Victory City; -1 supporting continued/Blitzkrieg attack.  No airpower in Mud or Snow turns.






GROUND COMBAT - German choices before combat and before seeing Russian units if Luftwaffe fails:
There may be any number of units on a position, but there is a strict limit to the number which may attack down a link: a. 1 army and 2 korps – only 1 being a pzkps. b. 2 pzkps, plus an infantry korps.  Each pzkps may additionally support a pzdiv.  The limit is 3 units (including pzdivs) in all other cases.  German attacks on a position from different conditions may be combined but not so for the Russians.  No more than 3 known or unknown Russian units may attack down a link.  An equal number of German units may follow an attack but not attack themselves or accompany a Blitzkrieg.
Normal Attack: . Russian units on different positions cannot join in attacks against a German position, while attacking German units may do so.  Russian units may not attack German home bases.

German Blitzkrieg:  If position/city is taken, any UnDisrupted panzer units may Blitzkrieg advance and attack to one more position. No Blitzkrieg in Mud or Snow, though. +1 Russian defending Russian firing factor.
All Russian Attacks (being in 1941) are Normal Attacks with no Blitzkrieg/Breakthrough/Proriv - Прорыв:
Even with a live Russian Player, if their defensive line is broken in a sector, Russian units may not attack or advance into an unoccupied position there in that turn.  Otherwise - unless there is a live Russian player - they are required to attack if they have UnDisrupted known-strength units and unknown units (assumed to be 1s) greater than German units’ factors on a position or to break out of a pocket (or cause the Germans as much trouble as possible trying.) 
  Unknown Russian replacements may attack from off-board entry points if deployed there during the previous turn.

DISRUPTION – Disrupted (ergo known) units faced toward the opposing side:
  A Disrupted unit may not move or attack. It can defend if it has a factor, but it is eliminated by 1 less hit.

RETREATS - Russian Strong – 1-,2-factor - units Disrupted on Victory Cities and fortresses do not Retreat *:
    Unless a Russian unit on a Victory City or fortification, any defending unit which can survive a hit may retreat to a position back toward its home base and must retreat if the opponent has UnDisrupted units left to advance or hold a position.  If those positions are enemy-occupied or under attack, it is not able to retreat and is eliminated by 1 less hit.  "No Retreat!" Orders:   The German player may give them to some of his units, accepting/taking losses rather than retreating. 

GROUND COMBAT MODIFIERS:
  Moscow can absorb 3 German combat factor hits each and can itself fire 2 combat factors, even if it is cut off from the eastern mapboard edge.  The other Victory Cities and infantry-occupied fortifications can absorb 2 combat factor hits each and fire 1 combat factor.  If at least 1 German army is involved in the attack, Victory Cities’ and fortifications’ – not regular positions’ - absorption capability is reduced 1. Positions and fortifications absorb losses before units do. A fortification (including a Victory City’s) is permanently destroyed by a German unit taking/occupying it.

GROUND COMBAT RESOLUTION - simultaneously fired attacker vs. defender combat factors:
  An unmodified position occupied by a defending infantry or panzerkorps unit always (even against German armies) absorbs the first combat hit just for the advantage of defense. On attack or defense, each 1 combat factor hit can eliminate a Weak Russian unit or Panfilov or a 1-factor pzdiv or against a stronger unit Disrupt it and force it to Retreat if it is defending on an un-modifying position or to withdraw from attack and return to its jump-off position. 1 factor/hit more than a Strong unit’s strength eliminates it. If all defending units are moved off a position, then one or more of the attacking units not thrown back may move onto (and through, if a Blitzkrieg) the position. Solitaire, Russian units are lost to: Priority 1. Hold a position or Priority 2. to conserve firepower. *
  A 2-factor German (or the Russian 1. Shock) army can absorb 1 factor hit and (Disrupted) stay on a defended position or advance on into an attacked Russian one.  It can absorb 2 hits without being eliminated but must then fall back if attacking or retreat (and is Disrupted) if defending.  3 hits would eliminate it, of course.
  Eliminated Russian units are immediately mixed back into the pile of extra unknown units to be replacements.
  LOSSES:  1 Strong Russian unit which would otherwise survive an attack and not retreat is eliminated along with 1 German unit – a panzer unit, if one of the surviving Strong Russian units was tank and a panzer unit was in the attack.






RUSSIAN REPLACEMENTS - AND DEPLOYMENT - * = Live Russian Player gets to choose instead:
  1 Russian replacement unit arrives on Kalinin and Voronezh, unless they are German-occupied. Moscow gets 3, unless it is cut off from the Russian mapboard edge in which case it gets 1.  1 more from the mapboard edge.
  Solitaire game Russian deployment priorities, by priority *:  1. Garrison Victory Cities under direct/imminent threat – 2 units + at least 1 for each German unit which could attack it. 2. Slow German approaches to Victory Cities and protect Moscow from being surrounded. 3. Prevent German armies from advancing more than 1 position per turn.    4. Prevent German Blitzkrieg breakouts.  5. Withdraw to save strength from indefensible positions, if possible and previous priorities are met.  Replacement units can be deployed to any position connected to their sources not (previously) occupied by a German unit.

SUPPLY and CONTROL:
  Units not able to trace links through positions not occupied by enemy units to a supply source are Out of Supply (OoS).  Russian units’ supply source is links to the mapboard edge or a Victory City – Moscow able to supply a maximum of 3 units if OoS.  An OoS Russian unit can only attack in a direction to get back into supply.  A unit OoS at the end of the turn is Disrupted.  An already Disrupted OoS Russian unit is eliminated.  A German air unit may instead be used to resupply an isolated German unit up to 3 positions away from an army. The Germans control unoccupied Russian positions OoS – use the markers.  A factored unit OoS is eliminated by 1 less hit.

SETUP(S) and Special First Turn Rules:

Russian setup:

  Historical strength:  2 2-factor Strong infantry/rifle armies including Rokossovsky’s 16. Army, 8 1-factor Strong infantry armies, 8 no-factor Weak infantry divisions (which can still man fortifications) plus Panfilov’s (312. Rifle) Division, 8 1-factor Strong tank groups, and 8 no-factor Weak tank groups. 
  Free random and much faster and better, "Bell Curve" selection of 36 Russian regular (not Siberian) units instead:
    Before the game begins, separate the Russian tank and infantry units.  Turn them upside down and then blindly select 14 tank and 22 infantry units and mix those up together before deploying for the first turn - total factors counted at end of game: for Victory point requirement adjustments:
  22-24 Weak units, +3 victory points must be won, 19-21 + 2, 17-18 +1, 15-17 0, 12-14 -1, 8-11 -2, 1-7 -3.
  Deployment:
  2 Russian units - unknown/upside-down until reconned and/or combat and then they stay exposed until eliminated - start in each of the frontline  positions – one extra on the link due east of Smolensk - and 1 Russian unit starts in each position next to and behind them.  1 Russian unit each starts on each victory city and stays there. 

German setup/deployment:
2. Army and 13. InfKps (marked “2A” in their lower lefthand corner) go on the starting position marked “2. A.” Units marked 2P go on the 2. PzGp position.  All other units can start anywhere in the other German positions.
However, in a team game, each sector gets an army, center gets 3 of the panzerkorps, 3 infantriekorps, and 3 panzer divisions.  Northern sector German units may start in Smolensk, to attack Toropez.  During the game, a team member may transfer a unit to a teammate’s ownership, permanently, unless the recipient chooses to give it back.

German First Turn Airstrike Bonus:  As indicated in the Airpower rules add 1 to the die roll in the First Turn.

Examples: A single German pzkps attacks a position occupied by a Weak Russian unit cannot take it, since any defended position defensively absorbs 1 hit - but it could occupy an undefended position.  If 2 German pzkps attack a position occupied by a single Weak Russian unit, that is eliminated by the second German factor hit.  If the position was occupied by a Strong Russian unit, that is forced to retreat by the second German factor hit, but its own defensive firing factor forces one of the attacking German pzkps to fall back to its jump-off position.
  A German (2-factor) army and  (1-factor) pzkps worth 3 attacking factors attack a position which turns out to be defended by a 1-factor Russian unit. The position absorbs the first hit, but the other 2 German factors eliminate - not just retreat - the Strong Russian unit.  The German army alone attacking the position held only by a Weak Russian unit would eliminate that.






Advice on Play of the Game:  Every setback from Disruption of an attacking unit, let alone actual loss, can fatally undermine the advance/attack.  Sacrificing units for the extra “exchange” factor should only be in the final turn(s) of the game.

Credits.  Game System:  Lou Coatney.  Map:  OKH and Lou.  Units:  Lou again.  Players:  Lou again
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** 3 equal/same – more or less square - slips of paper for sorting:
  Take a normal sheet of typing paper, fold it in half length-wise and then fold it into equal thirds across.  Re-fold many times until ready to tear, and then do so, discarding the middle pieces (which have identifying tears on 3 sides), and choosing 3 of the remaining 4 for sorting.

Assembling the Pieces:  Just glue the groups onto the back of different colored matte board – red on the back of the Russian pieces and gray or blue on the back of the German pieces.  Having the different color on the back of the Weak, Medium, and Strong markers enables them to be identified and removed from the groups.

Dedication (on CoatneyHistory webpage):

  Barbarossa Fast, Jun-Dec41 is dedicated to:

A. The peoples of the former Soviet Union and of Poland who fought and won the biggest war front against Nazi evil.
B. The Russian people who lived in the path of the Nazi war machine and who suffered so terribly during "Operation Barbarossa."
C. to my children Rebecca, Robert, Rohan, and Johanna, in the hope that they may never have to go through a world war:

The more we learn about the Second World War, the better our chances that it will be the LAST world war.  (LRC)
War must be confined to history books and games.  (LRC)


